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IN IOWA'S CONTROVERSY

IOWA CONTENTIOUS

IOWA'S COMPOSITION

Dramatic Club Play Appeals to Audience

Miss Halley and Miss Kell are the Leading Actresses

PHOTOGRAPHY

FORENSIC BATTLES TO BE HELD THIS EVENING

IOWA HAS GOOD CHANCE TO WIN BOTH CONTENTS

Nebraska Tunes Have Arrived for De-
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told of all that's good, Iowa once told.
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The Art Shop
FINE PHOTOS AND FRAMES
Luscombe

For Balsa-Typewriter Cabinets and Office Supplies

TAYLOR'S
FISHER'S OFFICE SUPPLIES

For Fine Home Mades Candies
Ice Cream, Hot Chocolate, Etc.

The Best Fudge Creamiest Frostings

At its instant results

114 I-2 Washington Street

IOWA-NEBRASKA DEBATE
HEAR THE DISCUSSION ON THE
"INCOME TAX" QUESTION

TAYLOR'S FISHER'S OFFICE SUPPLIES

For Fine Home Mades Candies
Ice Cream, Hot Chocolate, Etc.

The Best Fudge Creamiest Frostings

At its instant results

114 I-2 Washington Street
Hose With Insurance
Is a Sensible Xmas Present

Then buy the best—the Everwears—they'll stand the rub-stub and tab—not a single seam to hurt your feeling—not a darn to strain the ladies' eyes. Just drop them in or set them up one-half dozen in a box at $1.50 and $2—all colors and shades, and with that "no hitch" insurance policy— they'll wear six months or new ones for nothing

GLOVES
As Xmas Presents
are always gladly received.

Hi'te Jouvaine Valleras, Ireland's Cape and other of the worlds best makers

Ladies' Kid Gloves, a pair, $1.00, $1.50 and $1.95
Ladies' Cape Kid Gloves, a pair, 96c, $1.25 and $1.50
Ladies' Cape Kid, silk lined, a pair, 91.50
Ladies' Mocha Gloves, a pair, $1.00 and $2.25
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